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ABSTRACT

The advancement of machine learning techniques and the
heterogeneous architectures of most current supercomputers
are propelling the demand for large multiscale simulations that
can automatically and autonomously couple diverse components
and map them to relevant resources to solve complex problems
at multiple scales. Nevertheless, despite the recent progress in
workflow technologies, current capabilities are limited to coupling
two scales. In the first-ever demonstration of using three scales
of resolution, we present a scalable and generalizable framework
that couples pairs of models using machine learning and in
situ feedback. We expand upon the massively parallel Multiscale
Machine-Learned Modeling Infrastructure (MuMMI), a recent,
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award-winning workflow, and generalize the framework beyond
its original design. We discuss the challenges and learnings in
executing a massive multiscale simulation campaign that utilized
over 600,000 node hours on Summit and achieved more than
98% GPU occupancy for more than 83% of the time. We present
innovations to enable several orders of magnitude scaling, including
simultaneously coordinating 24,000 jobs, and managing several
TBs of new data per day and over a billion files in total. Finally,
we describe the generalizability of our framework and, with
an upcoming open-source release, discuss how the presented
framework may be used for new applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Computational solutions to complex problems in all spheres of
science and engineering rely increasingly on multiscale modeling
and simulations to capture intricate phenomena at longer and
larger time- and length-scales than previously possible [15, 19,
32, 37, 45]. As a result, recent years have seen a remarkable shift
away from the realm of large monolithic simulations [30, 33, 69]
toward massive parallel ensembles [17, 24, 38, 58, 61] consisting of
thousands of smaller simulations at different scales, orchestrated
through sophisticated workflows. The thrust toward Exascale
computing [25] and the emerging supercomputing technologies
— particularly heterogeneous architectures — further underscore
the need for large, cross-functional workflow technologies
comprising orchestrators, services, simulations, machine learning,
data analytics, and visualization to the extent that workflows are
now being called the new high-performance computing (HPC)
applications at Exascale [9].

Enabling such large multiscale simulation campaigns on
next-generation machines requires a workflow infrastructure
capable of connecting multiple, diverse components easily,
dynamically, and transparently, while balancing the load in the
computational effort and managing the resulting data. While no
general solutions exist, efforts are underway to make these goals a
reality.

In particular, the recent presentation of MuMMI [37] offers a new
paradigm for large multiscale simulations that couples two scales —
amacro and amicro— using a dynamic sampling driven by machine
learning (ML) [12] and in situ feedback. TheMuMMIworkflow [24]
is capable of orchestrating such massive multiscale campaigns at
unprecedented computational scales, with effective utilization of
all of the heterogeneous resources on some of the largest machines
on the planet (demonstrated on Sierra, using 176,000 CPU cores
and 16,000 GPUs). This workflow can coordinate several thousand
simultaneous jobs, administer diverse components, and generate
and manage multiple TBs of data. Nevertheless, despite its initial
success, several limitations in MuMMI prevented generalization to
other scientific inquiries and scaling up the infrastructure.

In this work, we make two key technological advances. First,
we generalize the scope and design of the MuMMI framework
to facilitate broader applicability. Toward this goal, we present a
more-advanced workflow management that uses generic strategies
to couple additional modeling techniques and computational
methodologies, requiring diverse software packages and needing
versatile types of jobs, data, and compute, as well as support for
database technologies of choice. In particular, we demonstrate three
resolution scales to investigate a new scientific phenomenon of
interest and incorporate the necessary specific details, including
two levels of ML and two types of feedback. With a pending
open-source release of MuMMI, we also present guidelines to
customize and further extend this framework to support other
scientific studies.

Second, we tackle several computational bottlenecks within
the MuMMI workflow and, using new strategies, demonstrate
significantly improved scaling in performance. Examples
of such limitations were a slow feedback mechanism and
bundled-scheduling approach for simulations. Our technical

innovations improve not only the scalabilty of the MuMMI
framework but also its generalizability by allowing a more elastic
coupling of scales that may further broaden its applicability.

Contributions. This paper reports on the novelty that makes this
framework sufficiently generalizable to incorporate three resolution
scales (and potentially other applications) and support different
software tools in various HPC environments and sufficiently
scalable to enable an even larger scientific campaign. We describe
the associated computational challenges and the strategies to tackle
the seemingly mundane idiosyncrasies of modern supercomputers.
Specifically, we make the following contributions.
(1) Generalizations of MuMMI: (a) support for diverse modeling

techniques, with a specific focus on an extension to three

resolution scales, two layers of ML-based selection, and two
types of feedback; (b) incorporation of database technologies;
and (c) generic, extendable APIs and open-source framework.

(2) Scaling of the workflow performance: (a) more than 12×
faster feedbackmechanism to enable more-frequent coupling
of scales; (b) explicit simulation-to-job mapping to directly
control each simulation, supported by an almost 3× faster job

scheduling; and (c) more-efficient ML framework supporting
almost 165× more data for dynamic, real-time decision
making.

(3) A demonstration of the largest simulation campaign of its
kind: (a) including a full-system run on Summit, the
second-most-powerful supercomputer in the world, (b) utilizing
over 600,000 node hours, (c) with more than 98% GPU

occupancy for more than 83% of the time, (d) simultaneously
coordinating 24,000 jobs, (e) creating and managing several

TB’s of data each day, and (f) handling over a billion files

in total.

2 RAS-RAF-MEMBRANE DYNAMICS

Mutations of RAS proteins are implicated in nearly a third of
all human cancers diagnosed in the US, including significant
proportions of pancreatic (∽95%), colorectal (∽45%), and lung
(∽35%) cancers [59, 66]. Consequently, there is significant interest
in unraveling the underlying biological mechanisms in order to
develop effective treatments. However, despite studying RAS and,
in particular, KRAS (the most frequently mutated form of RAS [71])
in various cancers for years, no FDA approved therapies that target
these mutations are currently available; thus, RAS has often been
labeled undruggable [43]. Nevertheless, recent progress [53] shows
that fundamental research encourages therapeutic development.

RAS proteins are localized on the inside of cellular plasma
membranes (PMs) and act as molecular switches in cell growth
signaling. Only activated RAS proteins can initiate signaling by
binding to downstream effector proteins, particularly, RAF proteins.
The mechanism by which RAS and RAF localize on the PM is
hypothesized to be crucial for activating the signaling pathway.
However, the precise role of the membrane composition (e.g.,
charged vs. neutral lipids), membrane dynamics (e.g., undulations
and domain formation), and other physiochemical properties in
affecting such localization is not fully understood.

Computational modeling of these phenomena is challenging
because the binding of RAS and RAF at the PM is inherently
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Figure 1:We showcase amassive simulation campaign that focuses on an important signalingmechanism to the cellmembrane

through RAS-RAF protein complex and simulates the relevant interactions at three scales of resolution. These scales are

coupled through ML-based selection in a pairwise manner to promote important configurations from coarse to fine scale.

a multiscale process. Particle-based models are inefficient at
exploring all unique molecular interfaces between RAS and RAF
and incur long wait times for speculative association, which
are largely dependent on diffusion. Different types and scales
of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to model
the relationships between structure, dynamics, and function in
biological macromolecules. In particular, all-atom (AA) [44, 56, 64],
coarse-grained (CG) [31, 36, 51, 63], and ultra-CG [55, 60, 73]
models have been used to simulate biomolecular systems. Long
continuous simulations have extended into the high µs to ms
range [35, 56, 64, 71], and large ensembles of shorter simulations
have accumulated multiple ms [6, 44, 52, 72, 76]. Nevertheless, a
typical limitation of such simulations is that the ones that are
expansive in either size or duration are inadequate in the other
dimension, i.e., large but short or long but small.

This is precisely the challenge addressed by the multiscale
modeling infrastructure MuMMI [24, 37]. To expand both the time-
and length-scales concurrently,MuMMI uses relatively inexpensive
models for rapid exploration coupled with more-descriptive models
that provide sufficient resolution. For example, a macro model using
a continuum description to evolve lipids according to dynamic
density functional theory (DDFT) [50] can easily achieve ms and
µm scales [37], which MuMMI uses to spawn and direct MD
simulations at the required fidelity. Here, we expand uponMuMMI
to characterize the key events that trigger oncogenic signaling in
RAS-RAF-membrane systems, as depicted in Figure 1.

3 RELATEDWORK

Commonly available batch systems such as SLURM [77] and
LSF® [67] rely on the ability to utilize MPI-type communication to
span a set of resources with fixed resource requirements. However,
with a significant departure from the traditional approach of
large, single application jobs, modern workflows are becoming
increasingly complex webs of intercommunicating stages and
microservices [9].

There exist several solutions focusing on assembling
complex post-processing capabilities [5, 22, 39] and large
static ensembles [21, 27, 57] as well as tools for orchestrating such
parameter studies [2, 8, 23]. Broadly, such tools lack the flexibility
needed for dynamic workflows. In contrast, there also exist
solutions [16, 20, 26] that can couple different solver codes together
by exchanging information, such as boundary conditions or even

entire grids, between the solvers. However, such approaches, by
design, provide extreme tight coupling, are intrusive, and cannot
be adapted easily.

Recently, there has been a growing focus on the use of
ML in workflows to dynamically steer the ensemble towards
configurations of import and to overcome the limits of
computational scales otherwise achievable. MuMMI [24, 37],
a recent, award-winning framework, is a premier example of
ML-driven, dynamic workflows and offers a new paradigm of
multiscale simulations by coupling two scales of resolution,
demonstrated in the context of cancer research. The more-recent
works of Casalino et al. [17] and Jacobs et al. [38] also utilize
different forms of deep learning to deliver large multiscale
simulations in exploration of COVID-19.

MuMMI: Multiscale Machine-Learned Modeling Infrastructure. Of
special relevance to our work isMuMMI [24, 37], which provides
a bidirectional coupling of two scales — a macro and a micro
— using ML for forward coupling and in situ feedback for
backward. By using ML to dynamically select the most novel macro
configurations [12], MuMMI continuously steers the multiscale
simulation towards new exploration and, given enough time, can
simulate every type of configuration either directly or as a proxy
to a similar enough configuration. MuMMI also analyzes the
ongoing micro scale simulations and can use their results to update
the less-accurate, macro model, thereby, creating a self-healing
mechanism, which, given enough time, will improve the accuracy
of the coarser model. As a result, MuMMI can achieve macro time-
and length-scale, but with an effective accuracy of micro scale.

With a DDFT-based continuum model as the “macro scale” and
a CG model as the “micro scale”, MuMMI previously coupled
two models to study the interactions of RAS proteins with the
PM — a simpler and smaller version of our target study, which
makes MuMMI a potential solution for our goals. MuMMI was
demonstrated to scale on all of Sierra [24], occupying all of the
available GPUs to create a massive ensemble of CG simulations,
which led to new insights into RAS protein dynamics on the PM
and the influence of lipids and lipid fingerprints [37].

Despite its capabilities and successful demonstration,MuMMI
was tailored to the two specific models used previously [24, 37] and
had certain computational limitations that prevented further scaling.
Among others,MuMMI was completely reliant on the filesystem
and, therefore, was bottlenecked by the GPFS throughput. This
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limitation resulted in a need to explicitly throttle the rate of certain
I/O operations, most prominently, during feedback. Furthermore,
scaling in job scheduling was obtained by bundling jobs of similar
kind to alleviate the load on the scheduler. Nevertheless, such
an approach is undesirable since it prevents explicit control over
individual jobs. Broadly, all components of MuMMI, including job
and data management, data and control communication, as well as
the exposed API, were tightly integrated with the specific problem,
preventing utilizingMuMMI for our new application.

4 GENERALIZABLE AND SCALABLE MUMMI

In this work, we present a new design that expands the
generalizability and scalability of MuMMI and demonstrates these
innovations by extending the MuMMI workflow to support a third
scale of resolution. Hereafter, unless explicitly noted,MuMMI refers
to our new, improved, and generalizable framework.

Broadly, a multiscale model can be developed through pairwise
coupling of scales. For any two scales, some basic building blocks
are needed: (1) simulation and analysis at the two (coarse/fine or
macro/micro) scales, (2) a method to couple the two representations,
(3) an automated approach to decide which coarse representations
to promote to the fine scale, and (4) a method to perform feedback.

In this context, we design MuMMI as comprising two parts —
the application and the coordination (see Figure 2). The former
defines the application scope (in terms of the building blocks listed
above), e.g., what scales are relevant, what codes and/or simulation
tools to use, what ML techniques are suitable, and how is the
feedback performed? These components are typically designed
by computational scientists who are experts in the corresponding
domains; the actual details may vary across applications or even
across simulations. The role of the generalizedMuMMI workflow
(the coordination part) is to tie together the different application
components to facilitate the multiscale simulations.

We first discuss the specific details of our three-scale application,
followed by generic and tailored strategies for coordination.

Figure 2:We present a generalizable and scalable framework

to couple diverse models at different resolution scales. The

“application” components (top) define the three scales and

may be swapped to support other applications, whereas the

“coordination” components (bottom) provide an interface

to couple the associated tools, software components, and

technologies to facilitate scalable simulation campaigns.

4.1 The Three-ScaleMuMMI

This work uses three scales of resolution: continuum, coarse grained
(CG), and all atomistic (AA), along with two types of ML-based
selection and two types of in situ feedback. Although every
application component used in this work has notable innovations
in itself, whether modeling, development, or performance, we
describe these components only briefly, focusing largely on
their considerable computational versatility that challenges the
workflow.

(1) The Continuum Simulation. The coarsest of the three scales
is a macro model that provides speed at the cost of accuracy.
Our macro model is a continuum description of lipids that uses
DDFT [50] for representing lipid dynamics in terms of their
density fields. Proteins (positions and configurational states) are
represented as particles that interact with each other and with the
lipids This model comprises a 1 µm × 1 µm bilayer discretized
as a 2400×2400 grid, with 8 lipid types in the inner and 6 types
in the outer leaflet [34]. We use a custom simulation package,
GridSim2D — a parallel CPU code written in C++ that uses MPI for
communication. Using a total of 3600 MPI ranks (24 CPU cores per
node at 150 nodes), GridSim2D can simulate ∽0.96 ms per day of
walltime. With an I/O rate of 1 µs, a new snapshot is delivered every
90 seconds and, when stored in a custom binary format, consumes
∽374 MB of disk space.

(2) Createsim: Mapping Continuum-to-CG. Compared to the
continuum scale, the CG and AA simulations are restricted in
the spatial extent due to high computational cost. To couple
continuum with these scales, 30 nm × 30 nm “patches” are cut out
of continuum snapshots in regions that may be of interest for CG
and AA simulations. The createsimmodule transforms a patch from
continuum representation into a particle-based one. The insane
tool [74] is used to create a CG representation of the membrane
and proteins. Once constructed, GROMACS [1] is used to relax the
membrane and proteins into a more natural, equilibrated, state in
preparation for simulation. Createsim is a custom Python-based
code that uses 24 CPU cores and, on average, takes ∽1.5 hours to
complete.

(3) CG Simulations and Analyses. Given the particle
representation of lipids and proteins, CG simulations with the
Martini force field [51] are performed using the CUDA®-enabled
version [78] of ddcMD [68]. Custom, Python-based analysis
is executed simultaneously on the same computational node
and accesses the local on-node RAM disk for analysis of the
MD trajectories generated by the corresponding simulation.
Each ddcMD simulation uses one GPU and one CPU core; the
corresponding analysis is allocated 3 CPU cores. With this setup
and an average of ∽140,000 particles, ddcMD delivers ∽1.04 µs
of MD trajectories per day per GPU [78], and produces about 4.6
MB new data every 41.5 seconds. The analysis module is tuned
to finish inspecting each snapshot within this time period and
generates 17 KB additional data every 41.5 seconds.

(4) Backmapping: Mapping CG-to-AA. To overcome the
limitations of the CG model [4], it is further refined using a
backmapping scheme that translates a CG representation in time
into AA using the CHARMM36 force field [10]. This procedure
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retrieves a selected snapshot from the ddcMD trajectory, converts
the CG to the AA model using a modified version of the
backward tool [75], performs cycles of energy minimization and
position-restrained MD using GROMACS [1], and finally converts
the data format from GROMACS to AMBER using ParmEd [65].
Using 18 CPU cores, each backmapping run takes ∽2 hours on
average to complete. Each backmapping calculation produces 2.9
GB data every 2 hours on the local on-node RAM disk and about
0.5 GB data is backed up to GPFS to initialize an AA simulation.

(5) AA Simulations and Analyses. Once backmapped, the AA
configurations are simulated using the AMBER MD simulation
package [18, 62]. One GPU is allocated to each simulation because
the multi-GPU setup is inefficient due to slow communication
across GPUs or across nodes. Instead, similar to the CG case,
many single-GPU MD simulations are run in parallel to achieve
better GPU utilization, and a Python-based analysis module is
executed that analyzes new AA trajectory snapshots as soon as they
are generated. The average atomistic simulation system includes
1.575 M atoms and the simulations generate almost 13.98 ns per
day per GPU. A simulation produces one frame every 10.3 minutes
at 0.1 ns frame rate, where the size of each frame is about 18 MB.

(6) ML-based Patch and CG Frame Selection. Our three-scale
simulation campaign requires two layers of sampling to couple the
scales in a pairwise manner — both layers are similar in philosophy
but differ in technical details. The 30 nm × 30 nm patches
extracted from the continuum data are evaluated for “novelty”
in a reduced, 9-D representation generated by a metric learning
approach implemented using a deep neural network. Similar to
the work of Bhatia et al. [12], a farthest-point sampling approach
is used to identify novel configurations, although our patches are
almost 55× larger (sampled on a 37×37 grid instead of 5×5). In
the case of relevant CG frames, the conformational state of the
RAS-RAF complex is coded using a 3-D representation, which unlike
the representation of patches is not conducive to farthest-point
sampling. As a result, a new framework is developed to identify
novel frames through a discrete, histogram-based sampling in this
3-D space.

(7) CG-to-Continuum and AA-to-CG Feedback. The
CG-to-Continuum feedback aggregates the protein-lipid
radial distribution functions (RDFs) computed through the online
analysis of CG simulations and propagates the aggregated result
to the ongoing continuum simulation, which reads and updates
these parameters on the fly. Each feedback iteration must rapidly
process new frames (specifically RDFs), which are expected to be
created every 3–4 minutes per simulation, or 900–1200 new frames
per minute for a moderately sized allocation that runs 3600 CG
simulations simultaneously. In the case of AA-to-CG feedback, the
secondary structures of the proteins are calculated from AA frames
and analyzed to determine the most common pattern of protein
secondary structure observed in the AA simulations. The force
field parameters of the CG protein model depend on the secondary
structure, and, therefore, the parameters are progressively refined
to enable a more accurate CG model. Although the rate of incoming
frames is lower for this type of feedback, each frame requires
longer processing: 2400 new frames every ∽10 minutes (assuming

2400 AA simulations at 1000-node scale), and processing each
frame needs two system calls to an external module, taking ∽2 s in
isolation.

4.2 Generic Framework for Data Management

A natural by-product of large simulation campaigns enabled by
MuMMI is the tremendous amounts and variety of data. The size
of data is usually only one of the many concerns, as computational
limitations may be related to the intended use of the data. For
example, some data may need to be accessed only after the
simulation whereas other may need to be read/updated by one or
more simulation components in situ. Both situations pose different
types of problems and require different solutions. MuMMI’s earlier
approach for data management was to use effective archiving of
data, which works very well for the former (i.e., write only) but not
so much for the latter. In order to support frequent feedback loops
(i.e., requiring fast access and a systematic way of tracking what
data has been processed), database-based approaches are ideal but
they may not support very large files, e.g., MD trajectories.

Rather than speculating on all possible scenarios and creating
tailored implementations, we have developed an abstract notion of
a data interface to support different specific backends. Currently,
we use three backends: filesystem, taridx, and redis. By providing an
abstract API, it becomes possible to have custom implementations
of standard data formats, e.g., save a Numpy archive into a byte
stream that can be redirected effortlessly to a file, an archive, or a
database — all with a single configuration switch. The availability of
these data interfaces inMuMMI provides immense flexibility to the
application developer as the specific modules can be implemented
largely agnostic to the read-write details, and to the workflow
developer as different specific interfaces can be implemented and
tested in isolation and relatively easily, reducing the the overhead
for development of new functionality and applications.

The simplest data interface accesses the filesystem directly,
i.e., reads/writes data from/to disk. This functionality is most
suitable for small files, e.g., those that store the state of the
simulation (checkpoints, logs, etc.), those that may need to be
analyzed or transferred in isolation, and those that may need to
interface with standard tools (e.g., GROMACS, AMBER, etc.) and
hence are constrained to certain nonstandard data formats. Where
needed, I/O armoring and redundancy is used to guard against
filesystem failures, e.g., backups of checkpoint files and retrials if
reading/writing fails.

Nevertheless, saving individual files at scale can throttle the
filesystem due to the sheer amount of inodes. One of the simplest
ways of reducing the inode count is to collect files into archives.
To support archiving millions of files, we provide random access
through a complementary index file. We have expanded MuMMI’s
archiving capabilities and packaged them into a more-generic
and more-scalable module, pytaridx, which is used for managing
arbitrary data formats (i.e., read/write of generic byte streams and
text streams) with a fast throughput. The archives created using
the pytaridx are standard tar files, which are portable and can be
used with the commonly-available decoder. Archiving the data
is a simple and elegant solution for managing a large number of
files. By design, this approach prevents data corruption due to
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hardware/software failures since the file is written in append mode
only.

The same functionality, however, prevents updating the data
if needed. In many cases, data may need to be updated, deleted,
or moved after certain processing steps, making the archiving
strategy unsuitable. Although one may explicitly manipulate the
associated index files to “remove” a key, the data itself cannot be
updated. Therefore, for in situ feedback loop, we employ a database
backend. In particular, we use the Python interface of Redis™ [46]
to store any data that needs high throughput and update operations.
MuMMI’s redis interface sets up a cluster of Redis servers that are
allocated randomly to all compute nodes. AnyMuMMI component,
application or coordination, can interact with the redis interface for
data queries, whereas all internal details (e.g., database and cluster)
are abstracted from the user. By utilizing Redis, we eliminate the
need to store and read RDFs from disk; instead, we leverage Redis
as a short-term and highly responsive in-memory cache to reduce
the amount of time per feedback loop. Furthermore, performing
feedback through Redis reduces the load on GPFS and allows it
to be performed away from any additional mechanisms that may
severely delay read/write from/to a highly contested directory, such
as directory locking and other OS level blocking calls.

4.3 Improvements in Job Scheduling

TheMuMMI workflow facilitates a deliberate resource placement
strategy to maximize simulation throughput and provide effective
use of heterogeneous resources. There are three key novelties that
we have incorporated inMuMMI’s scheduling approach.

First, we assign GPUs to simulations individually rather than
per-node — a crucial functionality both for explicit control over the
simulations and for effective use of heterogeneous architectures.
Previously [24], MuMMI scaled the job scheduling by bundling
simulations on compute nodes, with each simulation in the bundle
consuming one GPU (on Sierra, 4 GPUs/node translated to 4
simulations/job). Although scalable, this bundling strategy prevents
controlling each simulation explicitly, reducing the effective use
of resources (with the worst case utilization of 1/4, when a single
simulation keeps the job alive and continues to occupy the node).
This limitation would only exacerbate when moving to Summit
(6 GPUs/node leads to worst case utilization of 1/6). To facilitate
effective use of resources for simulations of interest and to provide
direct control of the simulations to the application, we “unbundle”
the jobs and place each simulation as an independent job, even at
the cost of 6× increase in the number of jobs.

Second, we make explicit use of subprocesses to combine the
simulation and corresponding analysis for direct user control
over the simulation. This approach simplifies and generalizes
the workflow in two ways: MuMMI needs to monitor only
the Python-based analysis job, which internally handles the
starting, monitoring, checkpointing, and, if needed, restoring a
simulation, as well as ensuring that the in situ analysis keeps up
with the ongoing simulation. Second, this allows an application
developer to implement new types of simulation and analysis easily,
without intrusion from the workflow.MuMMI provides an abstract
framework and several utilities for defining simulations beyond
our current application.

Finally, to support handling arbitrary types of jobs, we provide
a generic and abstract Job Tracker that can be customized using a
combination of inherited classes and configuration files. Without
loss of generality, describe the resource and job placement (on
Summit) for our target simulation campaign, which requires four
types of jobs: CG setup, CG simulation/analysis, AA setup, and
AA simulation/analysis. In this case, both types of simulations use
one GPU each and are bound to two CPU cores each that share
cache. Each corresponding analysis task is placed on a small number
of CPU cores that are closest to the PCIe bus to ensure fast data
movement. Finally, all setup jobs work exclusively on CPU cores
and are assigned 24 cores within a node, reserving all GPUs for
simulations only and preventing inter-node communication.

Tools for Job Scheduling.To achieve portability in job scheduling,
theMuMMIworkflow interfaces with Maestro [23], which provides
a consistent API to schedule and monitor jobs. At the back-end,
Maestro can interface with different job schedulers. By absorbing
the changes and peculiarities of different job schedulers, Maestro
allows MuMMI to be agnostic to the specific choice of scheduler.

For job scheduling, we use Flux [3], which is a fully-capable
HPCworkload manager, equipped with both a hierarchical resource
manager and a batch-job scheduler, and has many features designed
to meet the needs of emerging, large-scale workflows. One
particularly useful feature is the single-user mode, which allows the
user to instantiate an “isolated HPC system” within a standard
batch allocation, facilitating complete control over jobs within
the workflow. Flux provides many policy knobs to customize the
scheduling behavior. Here, we select throughput-oriented options
for queuing (i.e., first come, first served with no backfilling) as
well as resource matching (i.e., low resource ID first) to map the
different type of jobs precisely according to their resource and
affinity requirements.

4.4 Workflow Management

MuMMI is coordinated by a configurableWorkflow Manager (WM).
Generically, the role of theWM is to couple the scales by consuming
relevant data (in this case, from continuum and CG simulations),
supporting ML-based selection, spawning the corresponding
simulations (CG and AA, respectively), and facilitating a feedback
loop by ingesting and aggregating data from up to tens of thousands
of running simulations. The WM is also responsible for tracking
all running jobs, managing data, profiling, and several other tasks.
Here, we detail some key functions performed by the WM in the
specific context of the RAS-RAF-PM simulation campaign.
Task 1: Process coarse-scale data for consumption. The data
generated by the continuum simulation spans 1 µm × 1 µm and
must be parsed to generate 30 nm × 30 nm patches of interest
(regions around RAS and RAF proteins). The WM coordinates the
Patch Creator, which reads each snapshot, creates patches, and
outputs them for consumption by the rest of the framework. It takes
∽14 s to process a single snapshot and save the resulting patches
in a standard Numpy format; each patch occupies about 70 KB of
disk space and offers simple and portable I/O. Processing CG data is
challenging, since unlike the continuum scale (only one simulation),
several thousand CG simulations are executed simultaneously.
Parsing thousands of CG trajectories to extract frames poses
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significant I/O cost on the (central) WM and is, therefore, done in a
distributed manner. For fast throughput, each CG analysis outputs
the frames of interest in the form of identifying information (∽850
B) that is minimal and sufficient for the downstream tasks.

Task 2: Select important patches/frames for spawning new

CG/AA simulations. A custom, abstract API was developed using
the DynIm framework [12, 14] that was extended by both the
Patch Selector and the (CG) Frame Selector to implement specific
procedures. Both selectors operate on DynIm’s high-dimensional
point objects and, hence, are agnostic to the specific encoding
of patches and frames. These encoded representations may
be computed using a ML inference engine (as done by the
Patch Selector), a simpler dimensionality reduction (e.g., principal
component analysis), or any configurational representation (as done
by the Frame Selector).

New candidates (patches and frames) for selection are ingested by
the WM as soon as new data is generated, whereas new selections
are made upon request, i.e., when simulations turn over and/or
new resources are available. Since selection events are orders of
magnitude fewer than addition events, we use a caching scheme
to postpone expensive computations until the time of a selection,
which makes the cost of adding new candidates negligible. Both
selectors also support dynamic and almost-real-time selection.

To support the application need, we incorporate five in-memory
queues in the Patch Selector for sampling different protein
configurations. For computational viability, each queue is capped
at 35,000 patches. When fully populated, it takes 3–4 minutes
to update the ranks of all candidates within all queues; then,
the cost of selecting the top candidates is trivial. Given the 9-D
encoding of patches, the ranks are updated using approximate
nearest neighbor queries (with L2 distances) powered by the FAISS
framework [41, 42].
Unlike the encoding used for patches, the Frame Selector relies

on a 3-D encoding of CG frames that represents three disparate
quantities; therefore, the L2 distance is not meaningful. To support
a functionally useful sampling, a binned sampler was developed
(using the DynIm API) that allows treating the three dimensions
of the encoding separately. The binned sampling approach also
facilitates control over the balance between importance and
randomness — another functional requirement for the selection of
CG frames. This new sampling approach is capable of providing
significantly faster updates to ranking: 3–4 minutes for 9 M
candidates.

Task 3: Schedule and manage (tens of thousands of) jobs.

To maximize resource occupancy, the WM regularly scans all
running jobs to determine completion (either success or failure)
and submits new jobs (or resubmits failed ones) to re-engage
resources as soon as they become available. If a new setup job
(createsim or backmapping) is needed, a new selection (of patch or
CG frame, respectively) is made, and the just-concluded setup job(s)
are queued for the corresponding simulation. When new simulation
jobs are needed, these queued ones are picked. To prevent GPU
downtime, sets of CG and AA simulations are kept prepared (setup
completed) in anticipation. The sizes of these sets are a trade-off
between readiness for availability of resources and simulating
stale configurations. This user-configurable trade-off governs the

utilization of CPUs since setup jobs work on CPUs only and a full
buffer prevents new setup jobs. We note that these specific details
about the job monitoring can be controlled by the user through
specific configurations of different types of Job Trackers, e.g., the
interdependence of jobs, the resource and time requirements, and
the specific ways of assessing success and failure of the simulations.

Task 4: Facilitate frequent feedback iterations. Generically,
a feedback iteration collects data from all running simulations,
processes it, and reports the analysis. A new abstract API, the
Feedback Manager was developed to allow controlling the specific
details.
In the case of CG-to-Continuum feedback, whereas the rate

of incoming data is high (900–1200 new frames per minute for
a typical allocation), each data point itself is small and easy to
process. New frames can be fetched in parallel (when reading
from files) or serial (when using a high-throughput database).
Next, whereas the reporting of the results is trivial, the WM
needs a way to “tag” the processed frames to prevent reprocessing.
Maintaining this information in-memory would be simple but
prohibitive at scale, requiring comparisons of (the ids of) new
frames against processed ones and checkpoint this in-memory
information frequently to guard against hardware or software
failures. Instead, we use an alternate strategy of moving each
processed frame out of the relevant namespace (i.e., moving files
to tar archives or renaming keys in the database). Although this
strategy adds to the time needed to complete any given feedback
iteration, it lends immense scalability since this cost scales only
with the number of ongoing simulations, and not with the total
simulation frames ever generated. The AA-to-CG feedback uses
similar strategies, with a key difference being that it deals with
fewer frames, each of which takes longer to process. Together with
customizable backends and tailored multiprocessing pools, these
improvements and the abstract Feedback Manager allowed us to
tailor both types of feedback to finish within the given time limit.

Parallelism and Locking. These four tasks are largely
independent and can be performed in parallel. Nevertheless, these
processes may need to share certain objects (e.g., Patch Selector
is used for both ML selection and feedback). The WM facilitates
appropriate mechanisms to prevent race conditions. Specifically
in this work, thread-safe objects are used with a mix of blocking
and nonblocking locks. Although essential, these strategies also
impact performance, e.g., when feedback process may have to wait
to acquire the lock.

Resilience to System Failures. MuMMI creates its resilience
strategy by composing fault tolerance support built directly into
some of the key software tools it uses. For example, Flux provides
resilience against compute node failures; it has full support to
detect node failures and to drain the failed nodes so that no new
jobs can be scheduled while keeping the existing jobs running.
Similarly, Redis is an industry standard that utilizes redundancy to
mitigate failures in communication. MuMMI is designed to inherit
much of the basic resilience support in these tools. Furthermore,
our workflow employs thorough checkpointing mechanisms to
guard against software and hardware failures and can be restored
completely after any such crash without much loss of data. All
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simulations are checkpointed with their own simulation code
at ∽15 min interval, and any missing frames can be rerun, if
needed. Backups of checkpoint files are also maintained to mitigate
issues of filesystem failures during checkpointing. Data I/O and
communication is organized in a way that if the data producer
fails, the consumer components simply wait until the producer is
restored and continues to provide new data. On the other hand, if
a consumer fails, the unconsumed data simply aggregates and is
supplied when consumer is brought up online again. In addition
to checkpointing, key components (ML and job scheduling) also
maintain elaborate history files that may be replayed exactly, if
necessary. Our archiving strategy is also robust against failures —
in the event of a failure during a write, the same key gets reinserted
and is taken to be the correct value.

4.5 Portability and Generalizability

The two-part software architecture of MuMMI is highly
generalizable. The first part (coordination) is composed of several
general-purpose and well-tested (e.g., Redis, Flux, and Maestro) or
newly built (e.g., pytaridx and DynIm) tools to provide a completely
general workflow and data management platform. Through its
second part,MuMMI plugs domain-specific logic into this platform.
Most of such composition is done via well-defined interfaces.
Whereas some of the highly domain-specific components may not
be general, the overall framework itself remains highly general as
other applications can swap out our domain-specific components
in exchange for other suitable components via the same interfaces.
Furthermore, although the sheer scale and complexity of the
MuMMIworkflow and the capabilities it enables necessitates expert
HPC usage, we have spent substantial effort in alleviating the barrier
to entry for advanced and motivated users, focusing on the usual
yet important challenges of deployment, portability, and extension.

At the highest level, the different components of MuMMI
depend upon about 20 software and tools directly, whereas the
size of the complete dependency tree exceeds 150 packages. Several
dependencies are standard packages whereas others are small tools
with little or no support. We address the challenges in porting
and deploying the software stack using Spack [28] to streamline
the process. Where necessary, we created additional packages and
uploaded to the Spack repository [29] to have a consistent way
to deploy MuMMI. We have successfully deployed MuMMI not
only within large HPC environments but also on standard laptop
computers (for testing and use of individual components).

With the goal of community adoption in mind, we are currently
making progress toward an open-source release of MuMMI. Several
independent components are already available open-source, e.g.,
ddcMD [78], DynIm [14], Maestro [23], and Flux [3]. We make the
MuMMI workflow portion available through GitHub1 and Spack,
which, in conjunction with the already open-sourced components,
will allow expanding the applicability of this framework.

The MuMMI workflow is written in Python and is, therefore,
portable and easy to incorporate in new projects, either piecewise or
as a whole. Given an application scope (e.g., tools to run simulations
of different types), one can build upon the templates provided
by the MuMMI workflow to customize for the specific use cases.

1https://github.com/mummi-framework

Table 1: MuMMI can seamlessly (re)start runs at different

computational scales. This work utilized over 600,000 node

hours on Summit using several runs at varying scales.

#nodes wall-time #runs node hours
100 6 hours 5 3000
100 12 hours 3 3600
500 12 hours 3 18,000
1000 24 hours 20 480,000
4000 24 hours 1 96,000
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Figure 3: MuMMI enabled a large three-scale simulation of

RAS-RAF-PM interactions probed using thousands of CG

and AA simulations with varying lengths (as shown), and a

single continuumsimulation (not shownhere) to cover large

length- and time-scales that ran for over 20.5 ms.

For example, the abstract Job Tracker can be extended through
inheritance and configuration files for individual job specifications
(e.g., commands and resources). Similarly, the abstract Feedback
Manager can be extended to specify for the exact nature of feedback
suited to the application (e.g., how to read, interpret, and aggregate
the data). The abstract data interfaces may be extended or additional
interfaces may be created using the provided API for specific
handling of nonstandard data types or additional types of database
services.

5 SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES AT SCALE

In order to demonstrate MuMMI’s capabilities at
large computational scale, we use Summit [54] — the
second-most-powerful supercomputer in the world (and the
most powerful in the US) at the time of this work [70]. Summit
is the premier example of heterogeneous architecture at this
scale: the machine has 4608 computational nodes, with each node
comprising two IBM® POWER9™ CPUs with 22 cores each and
six NVIDIA Volta™ V100 GPUs. Therefore, Summit is uniquely
suited for the use and demonstration of MuMMI. The development
and testing of MuMMI was done also on Lassen [47], a similar but
smaller machine.

5.1 Summary of the Simulation Campaign

We ran a large multiscale simulation of RAS-RAF-PM interactions
on Summit from Dec. 2020 through Mar. 2021. Over this period of
about three months, we ran several jobs of lengths up to 24 hours to
perform a single multiscale simulation campaign continued using
checkpoint files and utilized a total of over 600,000 node hours.
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Figure 4:MuMMI delivered expected performance for the different scales of simulations. At continuum scale, the performance

shows two prominent peaks that correspond to different number of CPU cores used. Performance of CG and AA simulations

with respect to the system size show tight distributions aroundmean, although the slowest runs showed significant slow down.

Table 1 lists the different types and counts of jobs that were used for
this run and also highlights the flexibility of the MuMMI workflow
to seamlessly switch the scale up or down as needed, e.g., restoring
from a 500 node job to start a 1000 node one or vice versa.

As part of this execution, the continuum simulation produced
20,507 snapshots spaced 1 µs apart. The MuMMI workflow
processed these snapshots and generated 6,828,831 patches, which
were dynamically evaluated for novelty using ML. Based on novelty
and availability of resources, 34,523 (= 0.5%) were selected and
corresponding CG simulations were spawned. Through analysis of
these CG simulations, 9,837,316 relevant CG frames were identified
to be candidates for AA, of which, our sampling framework selected
9632 (= 0.098%) for spawning AA simulations. The CG and AA
simulations were run to a maximum length of 5 µs and 50–65 ns,
respectively (see Figure 3 for complete distributions).

In total, this simulation campaign accumulated over 20.5 ms of
a single continuum simulation (1 µm × 1 µm large), 96.67 ms of
CG trajectories (∽140 K particles), and 326 µs of AA trajectories
(∽1.6 M atoms) — far ahead of any state-of-the-art simulation. For
comparison, the earlier demonstration of MuMMI [24, 37] produced
about 150 µs of continuum, 200 ms of CG, and no AA simulations.
The other key difference is that our study conducted fewer but
longer simulations; regardless, the MuMMI workflow can easily
support different use cases.

Simulation Performance. Simulation performance was
measured individually and compared against the expected peak
performance (see Section 4.1). The observed performance using
the three types of simulations throughMuMMI is summarized in
Figure 4.

In the case of the continuum simulation, the distribution of
performance has three modes – each is associated with a certain
size of the allocation (see Table 1). The typical configuration used
3600 CPU cores (150 nodes and 24 cores per node) and delivered
the expected performance of ∽0.96 ms/day, whereas scaled-down
performance was obtained using fewer CPU cores (100 and 500
node runs). The performance of CG and AA simulations depend
upon the size of the corresponding system (the number of particles).
In the case of CG, about one third into the simulation, we identified
an issue with our software stack that ddcMD was compiled with

an incompatible version of MPI, causing it to deliver almost 20%
less than the benchmark [78]. Full performance was achieved after
the fix; nevertheless, the overall distribution (shown in the figure)
remains suboptimal. The performance of AA simulations (also
highlighted in the figure) matches closely the AMBER benchmark
measured outside of MuMMI.

5.2 Performance and Scaling of the Workflow

Given multiple types of simulations, our framework facilitates
flexible configuration of the resource set, e.g., a typical run used
60%–80% of the total GPUs for CG whereas the remaining were
assigned to AA. To measure the performance of the workflow,
we report the occupancy of resources in terms of the (percent
of) time each GPU and CPU was working. MuMMI’s profiling
mechanism gathers the number of running and pending jobs every
few minutes (for most of this campaign, profiling frequency was 10
min). Given the resource requirement for each job type, it is then
straightforward to gather the number of occupied and unoccupied
resources.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the resource occupancy
normalized with respect to the total size of the resource set (to
account for the different sizes of allocations). The plot demonstrates
an excellent GPU occupancy — 98% of all available GPUs were
allocated for more than 83% of the total time (captured as profile
events), with an average GPU occupancy of 93.73% and a median
of 99.93%. The CPU occupancy, on the other hand, was lower, with
most of the time, only about 50% allocated — on an average 54.12%
allocated with a median occupancy of 50.48%. As before [24], this
low average utilization is indicative of an application requirement,
where CPU jobs are to be scheduled only when needed to
prevent simulations of stale configurations (discussed in Task 3
in Section 4.4). Nevertheless, when needed (i.e., when there are
enough CG and AA configurations to be set up), the CPU occupancy
reaches 100%.

Job Scheduling. By design, once the machine is loaded,MuMMI
frequently (every few minutes) polls the system and replaces any
finished/failed jobs immediately and, therefore, maintains high
occupancy for long periods of time. One potential bottleneck is the
initial time needed to fully load the machine. In principle, MuMMI
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is capable of submitting several hundred jobs per minute through
Maestro [23]. In practice, however, several other parameters
affect the throughput, e.g., the I/O throughput (submit scripts are
written to disk), network bandwidth, OS limitations, and scheduler
responsiveness. For most parts of this campaign, we specifically
throttled the rate of submission to prevent overloading the job
scheduler.

Figure 6 shows the history of job scheduling for a typical
1000-node run and highlights that the jobs are placed at a steady
rate of about 100 jobs per min — an almost 3× improvement as
compared to the previous work (2040 jobs in one hour [24]), not
accounting for the fact that the jobs are now placed on specific GPUs
rather than on complete nodes. Moving to scale (the 4000-node
run), however, exposed some unanticipated bottlenecks in our
scheduling framework. The figure shows that even at the same job
submission rate, the scheduling in Flux happened in large chunks
followed by large periods of inactivity, significantly diminishing
overall throughput. Flux is currently one of the most performant
resource and job manager available [3], and our scaling run, with
its need to rapidly schedule 24,000 jobs across a resource set of
hundreds of thousands of resources (including nodes, GPUs, CPU
cores, sockets, and hardware threads) created an unprecedented
stress test to evaluate the next generation of job managers.

Strategies for Further Scaling. We are currently working
with the Flux team to devise strategies to scale the scheduling
performance required for unbundled scheduling scheme. In the
version of Flux used for this campaign, Flux’s queue manager (Q)
and resource graph matcher (R) communicate synchronously. Our
scaling run exposed this bottleneck where Q spends the bulk of
its time handling new job submissions as opposed to forwarding
jobs to R. We have since addressed this limitation by making this
communication asynchronous. More crucially, we discovered that
R essentially traverses the resource graph (modeling the resources
managed by Flux) in its entirety for each job, particularly in the
beginning when there are many vacant resources, creating “too
many choices”. We solved this problem by introducing a first-match
policy that assigns the first matching resource set to a job greedily.
Although an aggressive policy like this may not be suitable for
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batch job scheduling, it is well-suited for a workflow likeMuMMI
that contains significant high-throughput loads in its job mix.

Under Flux’s emulated environment with a resource graph
configuration similar to 4000 Summit nodes and the same job mix
(24,000 jobs with 1 GPU and 3 CPU cores each, and 1 job with
150 nodes, each with 24 cores), we measured a 670× improvement
in the performance. Nevertheless, an additional demonstration at
full scale is not possible due to unavailability of computational
resources and is, therefore, beyond the scope of this paper.

Feedback and I/O Performance. A key requirement for our
workflow was to enable fast feedback loops — ideally, each
iteration taking less than 10 min (the previous work provided an
unsatisfactory frequency of two hours). By design, the two types
of feedback have different computational challenges; therefore, we
discuss different types of performance results for the two cases.

The CG-to-Continuum feedback is expected to process tens of
thousands of CG frames in each iteration, where the processing
itself is fast (vectorized additions of small Numpy arrays). Here, the
performance is limited by the I/O throughput, i.e., identifying the
new data, loading the relevant data, and moving the processed data
out of the relevant namespace. In this case, using an in-memory
database facilitates fast I/O. We used MuMMI’s redis interface
for feedback during the scaling run (4000 nodes) and configured
the database to use 20 nodes and mapped all compute nodes
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Figure 8: Processing of frames for AA-to-CG feedback

requires calling external modules through system calls,

posing computational overheads. Nevertheless, through

several strategies, we successfully contain the processing

time to within about 10 minutes for over 97% of the

iterations.

randomly to these 20 Redis nodes. At this scale,MuMMI achieved a
throughput of ∽10,000 queries (retrieval of keys) and deletions
(of key-value pairs), and ∽2000 reads (retrieval of values) per
second. Figure 7 details the performance of our redis interface and
also highlights some aberrant behavior — likely due to network
congestion, a key challenge for parallel HPC applications [13, 40].
Note that one data point shows an outlier behavior (70,000 frames)
— a by-product of the intended early termination (for controlled
shutdown) of the WM in the prior run, which causes unprocessed
frames to accumulate.

In contrast, for the AA-to-CG feedback, I/O requirements are
modest as it processes an order of magnitude fewer frames per
iteration (there are fewer AA simulations, andAA frames are further
filtered for eligibility for feedback). Each processing step, however,
is expensive. Specifically, each AA frame is processed for ∽2 s
through subprocess calls to an external program — each such call
costs additional time (e.g., due to the OS needing to spawn a new
process and loading the required Python modules). Performing
hundreds to thousands of such processing is challenging at scale.
Therefore, at the workflow level, the feedback process was split into
different phases for performance optimization, and suitable process
pools and localized temporary files were used. Such improvements
allowed bounding the processing time to within the target time
limit. Figure 8 shows the distribution of time taken for each feedback
iteration with respect to the number of AA frames processed, as
well as the cumulative distribution of the number of frames. The
figure shows that more than 97% of the feedback iterations finished
within 10 minutes on average. In the few cases where more than
1600 frames had to be processed, we did not meet the target, but
the performance scaled linearly. The figure also highlights high
performance variability — a well-known concern in HPC [11, 49].

During this campaign, we used the pytaridx package to aggregate
files of similar function into archives, e.g., patches, snapshots,
analysis, and RDFs. By the end, we had compiled over 1 billion
files (1,034,232,900, to be precise) across 114,552 tar archives — a
9000× reduction in the number of files (and inodes) while retaining
efficient random access. Taridx files also scale in size and number of
constituent files — the largest in our simulation contains 6,723,600

files totaling about 455 GB. Reading from a tar file provides a
throughput of ∽575 files/s or ∽87.56 MB/s (at ∽156 KB/file).

6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

MuMMI represents a generic design ideology of coupling two scales
of interest usingML and in situ feedback [24, 37]. Here, we showcase
how this powerful idea can be realized to encompass additional
scales and models through pairwise coupling. We use a complex
scientific inquiry — an exploration of the interactions of RAS-RAF
protein complex with the PM in the context of cancer initiation
mechanism – and present the first-ever demonstration of a massive
ML-driven simulation campaign with three resolution scales.

We present technical innovations that extend the MuMMI
workflow into a generalizable and scalable framework. Using
Summit, currently the second-most-powerful machine in the
world, we demonstrate the scaling of our infrastructure — several
manifolds of improvement in all key components, including
job scheduling, data management, and throughput of ML and
feedback. In particular, achievements such as delivering an
almost-perfect resource occupancy for most of the campaign
and the management of over a billion files in total not only
highlight the tremendous capacity of our workflow but also
indicate how the boundaries of large multiscale ensembles will
be pushed in the near future. We also discuss how to use our
framework and, with forthcoming open-source release, hope for
adoption of our technology by other applications. In particular,
by following a two-part (coordination and application) model,
we have paved way to easily substitute the domain-specific
components inMuMMI, which has enabled us to utilizeMuMMI for
another application: namely, understanding biological interactions
of neuroreceptors. Our efforts are geared towards improving the
capabilities of large multiscale simulation campaigns to leverage
modern, heterogeneous computing architectures, especially in
anticipation of the upcoming Exascale machines [7, 48].

Outlook and Learnings at Scale

Whereas every technological breakthrough brings
accomplishments in the form of new capabilities and insights,
overcoming current obstacles usually exposes new types of
limitations and often breaks assumptions of HPC paradigms
and infrastructure. The process of running a three-month long
scientific campaign posed several challenges worthy of a broader
discussion.

Evolving Infrastructure Needs. MuMMI, and other similar
autonomous workflows, rely upon the ability to dynamically
co-schedule jobs. The full power of such workflows is only realized
when dynamic co-scheduling is available natively; otherwise,
workflows must still operate within static allocations requested
through the system scheduler, tying up large portions of the
machine for long periods of time. Furthermore, functioning within
independent static allocations is wasteful since each allocation must
suffer through slow startup, Given that dynamic workflows aim to
amortize this cost over long periods, facilitating new infrastructure,
in the form of either longer allocation limits and/or elastic resource
availability, should be considered broadly as an emerging need.
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Responsible Use of Shared Resources. Nevertheless, until such
elastic resource availability becomes standard, MuMMI can still
support effective and responsible use of partial machines with little
overhead to other, nonworkflow jobs on the machine. Utilizing Flux
allows us to mitigate the impact on the native system scheduler
by encapsulating MuMMI’s many-small-tasks paradigm as a large,
singular job alike other conventional HPC jobs. This approach
not only improves the workflow’s overall job throughput, but also
reduces impact on traditional HPC jobs. Shared filesystems are
another resource that jobs usually contend for. MuMMI employs a
conscious mix of the shared filesystem and local on-node RAM
disk, which alleviates its footprint by reducing frequency of
high-bandwidth file I/O operations that may interfere with other
jobs.

Collaborative Ecosystems. Prior simulation art has primarily
been based on the notion of large MPI-based ensembles executed by
one or few expert(s). However, the shift to dynamic workflows with
various dependent or independent components instead necessitates
larger teams with a much more versatile skill set. The transition
from single-user to multidisciplinary teams breaks the current HPC
ecosystem that ties data and infrastructure access, job management,
and other facilities to a single user. Although Unix groups provide
mitigation for shared deployments and file access, the current
computing ecosystem lacks solutions that make the process of
managing such dynamic workflows seamless for multiple users.
In particular, a modality of a group ecosystem needs to emerge
that allows for groups of individuals to perform job management
(monitoring, submission, cancellation, etc.). One attractive solution
is the facilitation of “service accounts” by computing centers to
allow a set of users uniform access over jobs while maintaining the
required privacy and security measures.

Software Co-design. The increasing need for dynamic workflows
further emphasizes the value of co-designing scalable frameworks
that provide each other the drivers for innovation by pushing
the limits in new ways. By drawing increasingly complex
interconnections (e.g., of tools, technologies, and resources),
such workflows expose hidden conflicts, vulnerabilities, and/or
performance bottlenecks. As an example, our collaboration with
the Flux team provided immense value to both groups as our target
provides a concrete problem at a scale previously not exposed
to the scheduling mechanism, resulting in current and future
scaling of performance. Synergistic feedback and collaboration
between teams, especially across domains, is key to overcoming
the ever-present “next hurdle”.

The Next Leap. There is a growing need for developing persistent
workflows to seamlessly connect software stacks and data services
across allocations and even across clusters, possibly integrated with
cloud and container technologies. Persistent workflows will allow
leveraging supercomputers more effectively by decoupling compute
from the system state and dynamism of the workflow. In future
iterations of MuMMI, we envision a persistent workflow that can
coordinate variable sized allocations as resources become available
on different clusters. Exploring the shift to this paradigm is the next
technological leap, crucial to facilitate the highest utility of HPC.
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